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Joseph leads a team of bridge builders, connecting corporations with Stanford University's computer science department. We work with companies who want to collaborate with the university on advancing artificial intelligence, data science, and machine learning in a wide variety of applications and industries.

Joseph has experience in semiconductor (Intel), aerospace (Boeing), and higher education (Arizona State University, Stanford) industries.

CURRENT ROLE AT STANFORD

Executive Director of Strategic Research Initiatives.

HONORS AND AWARDS

• Presidents' Award, Network of Academic Corporate Relations Officers (July 2022)
• Volunteer of the Year, Network of Academic Corporate Relations Officers (July 2021)

EDUCATION AND CERTIFICATIONS

• PhD, Stanford University , Chemical Engineering
• B.S., University of California, Berkeley , Chemical Engineering

LINKS

• CS Affiliate Programs: https://www.cs.stanford.edu/get-involved/affiliate-programs
• Computer Science LinkedIn page: https://www.linkedin.com/school/stanford-university-department-of-computer-science

Professional

SKILLS AND EXPERTISE

Information Technology

• Business Intelligence (BI)
• Leadership
• Portfolio Management
• Project Management

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS AND ACTIVITIES

• Volunteer, Network of Academic Corporate Relations Officers (2017 - present)